Continuing the line of development of Paper I [J. Math. Phys. 15, 1295], we enlarge the concept of canonical transformations in quantum mechanics in two directions: first, by allowing the definition of a canonical transformation to be made through the preservation of an so(2, I) algebra, rather than the usual Heisenberg algebra, and providing the bridge between the classical and quantum mechanical descriptions, and, second, through the complexification of the transformation group. In this paper we study specifically the transformations which can be interpreted as the radial part of n -dimensional complex linear transformations in Paper I. We show that we can build Hilbert spaces of analytic functions with a scalar product defined through integration over half the complex plane of a variable which has the meaning of a complex radius. A unitary mapping to the ordinary Hilbert space L ;n., (0,00) is provided with a kernel involving a Bessel function. Special cases of this are shown to be the Barut-Girardello, one-dimensional Bargmann and Hankel transforms. The transform kernels provide a series of representations of a subsemigroup of S L (2,a:) and allow the construction of coherent states for the harmonic oscillator with an extra centrifugal force. We present a hyperditTerential operator realization of these transforms which yields new Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff and special function relations.
INTRODUCTION
In the article which started this series (Ref. The motivation for such a program was the observation that particular complex transformations (1.1) have been fruitful: Bargmann 2 ,3 considered (l.la) with SL{2, IR) and, when continued into some regions of the complex plane of the parameters, have been used to relate and evaluate matrix elements of nbody systems subject to Gaussian-potential interactions relevant for the nuclear cluster model. 7 In I we showed that: (i) The three examples given above are particular cases of a canonical transform (1.0 for a,b,c,dEcr;, the complex field, between the Hilbert space H == L 2(m) of square-integrable functions over the real line IR and spaces J <a,b,c,d) certain conditions. 8 (iv) A realization of these transforms through hyperdifferential operators was given, defined at least on spaces of entire functions. The defining condition!l for J.. <a,b,C,d) were to find a scalar product where T) and!; had the hermiticity properties derived from (l.la) and the self-adjointness of i and p and were represented in the Schr1:ldinger realization 1] and -i a/aT) on functions of T) E cr;. The results were seen as a step towards exploiting the fact that quantum mechanics, being a richer structure than classical mechanics, and making use of the complex field in an essential way, should be amenable to a wider class of canonical transformation-defined through {l.lc)-than have been generally considered, 9 introducing scalar products more general than the usual Dirac integral over IR.
Among the extensions foreseen in I were to consider n-dimensional transformations (1.1) where x== (X J ) , j = 1, ... ,n etc. were n-vectors, but a, b, c, d remained (complex) multiples of the unit matrix. Equation (1.1c) now takes the familiar form [xi' P k ] = io Jk' etc. The "angular" properties, as given by the angular momentum operators in any of the subspaces, remain invariant under (l.la) since the unimodularity condition (l.lb) insures that Lik == xJP k -XkP i = ~);k -~k~j" (1. 3)
The "radial" part of (1.1) is displayed through the three equations 1]2 = a2x 2 + 2abx . p + b 2 p2 -inab, ~. t= aci 2 + (ad + bc)i·p + bdP 2 -inbc, :2 = c2x 2 + 2caX'p + if2p -incd.
(l.4a) (l.4b) (1.4c) Seen classically, the canonical transformation can be described setting x 2 = r, X· P = rp r , where the Poisson bracket {r, p) = 1, so that rand P r are canonically conjugate quantities and p2 =p~ + p~/r, PI!' being the (con- [0,00 )), ,r E a;, and p will take values on half this region, which we can choose as a;+={pE a; I arg(p) E (-h, t1l')}.
The transformation (1.5) is not particularly simplelooking, yet its quantum mechanical version will be seen to be implementable. This suggests that the definition of a quantum mechanical canonical transformation be made not in terms of the conservation of the Heisenberg algebra 9 as in (l.lc), which loses its meaning since th~ "quantization" of (1. 5) is not well defined. The alternative, as suggested in this paper, is its definition in terms of the conservation of a higher algebra, in this case so(2, 1), which can be built out of the basic classical quantities.
The Schrodinger representation 10 of the operators X2, x 'p, and p2 is
on the (at least twice-differentiable) elements of the Hilbert space H~ =L ~n-1(IW) of functions fir) on the positive half-axis with the scalar product (1. 7) (the star indicates complex conjugation). The operators (1.6) are Hermitian between these elements and their domain can be enlarged through the usual adjunction P rocedure to self-adjoint operators inH+ 0 The constant n 1 A in (1. 6c) comes from the spectrum of L2 = ;{'j, LilLil when acting on the so(n)-irreducible components of the functions, and has the values A=-l(l+n-2), l=0,1,2,···. (1. 8) The statements concerning the hermiticity of p2 continue to be valid, however, for arbitrary A E lR.
It is the purpose of this article to describe a family of Hilbert spaces J~l(a.b.c.d) (the indices a, b, c, d will be suppressed) for which a Schrodinger representation parallel to (1.6) can be implemented for the new variables in (1.4), namely 
THE SPACE J~I
We will construct a space J~/Ia.b'C.d) of functions j,g over PE a;+ endowed with a scalar product of the type (1.10) such that the operators ~2, ~ ·t, and f have the Hermitian conjugation property obtained from inverting (1.4),
and similar companion equations for (x .p)t =p'x and £>2 in the Schrodinger representation (1. 9). Equation (2.1) and its companions can be turned into differential equations on the weight function I) nl (p, p*) in (1.10) through integration by parts, using, for p = I pi exp(i e), dRepdImp= Ipl dlpl de, and d/dp=-!exp (-ie) [a/alpl + (ip) -l a/aeJ so that iJp*/ap= 0 and, for analytic func- (ls'B-ls.",) .
By assuming the boundary integral terms vanish (the restrictions from this condition will be made explicit below), Eq. (2.1) yields the differential equation We find, with a specific choice of normalization, justified in Sec. 4 that
If we let u=wexp(icp) be the polar representation of u, the behavior of (2.6) at the interval end points is
(2.7c) [-h,h ). This is zero if m -m' is an even nonzero integer, and 1T if m = m'. In the last case, the remaining integral can be evaluated 14 and ¢;~ (p) normalized through (2. 8a) setting
where..9 m is an arbitrary phase and the arguments of the function reflect the fact that the integration is valid and the result finite for m > l -2 and m > -n -l. The latter is a consequence of the former for l ~ -~n + 1. In checking the vanishing conditions for the boundary terms mentioned below Eq. (2.3), we come to the conclusion that these hold if m -m' is an even integer. If we now write m = l + a + 2N with N = 0, 1 , 2, . .. and a E (-2,0] we can see that asking ¢~(P) to be in the invariant common domain of the three operators (1.9) forces a = 0. Hence an orthonormal basis for the space J~, object of our construction is, with a specific choice of phase,
Now, the basis (2.9) is complete in the Hilbert space J~, of functions i of the type
times an entire function in p2/2v of growth (1.1) [or of growth (2, 1/2v) in p] completed with respect to the norm induced by (1.10) with the weight function (2.6). The proof is the standard one 15 which proves that convergence in the norm implies pointwise convergence for these functions. Indeed, for
we have
USing the Schwartz inequality, we obtain
[where the function Kn,(P,p') will be defined below], and hence any Cauchy sequence of functions coverging in the norm to a function in J~, implies the uniform convergence of the functions themselves on any compact set in «;+. The reproducing kernel in the integral (1.10)-(2.6) is thus
and appears in the last number of (2.11).
Before closing this section, we will find an algebra of raising, lowering, and weight operators for the basis functions (2.9). Easiest to build, the raising operator is
(2.13a) Its Hermitian conjugate under the scalar product (1.10) is the lowering operator
The weight operator'
completes the set of generators of an 80(2,1) algebra with commutation relations
(2.14)
THE TRANSFORM BETWEEN H: AND J~I
The transform kernel Anl(p,r) in (1.11) can be calculated if we ask for the conditions (1,4), (1.6), and
Similar conditions stem from -ipa p and -{a~
By partial integration in (1. 11 ) these can be turned into three second-order differential equations for Ani (p, r) . From I we make the ansatz that Anl(p,r) have the form exp[ (i/2b)(ar 2 + dp2)JB nl (pr) whereupon the three differential equations for Ani (p, r) yield a single one for Bnl(pr) as (pr)1-n I 2 times a solution of Bessel's equation. If j(r) belongs to the space H~ with scalar product (1. 7), for (1.1la) to be in-tegrable we must require Im(a/b) ~ 0 (i. e., v ~ 0) for the exponent and the Bessel function as solution for Brtl(pr) . With a specific choice for phase and normalization to be justified below and in Sec. 4, we write
The calculation of the expliCit form of the orthonormal basis transform to (2.9) can be simplified if we look for the eigenfunctions of the weight operator (2 .13c) which through (1.4) becomes N¢N(r)=v-l ~aI2ra--hRe(ab*)r :r _lbI2(~ At this point it is apparent that a second pair of transform orthonormal bases for H~ and J~, is useful, since the limit v-O of real transformations of (2.9)-(3.3) is not manifest. As in I, we choose the basis functions IJ!NI (r) for H~ to be the radial part of the solutions of a harmonic oscillator with centrifugal force Hamiltonian in n dimensions given by
where Y1(w) is the n-dimensional normalized spherical harmonic, the collective label M standing for the transformation properties under SO(n -lb· .. ~ SO(2), while the SO(n) label L enters into the differential operator and relates to l through
giving two values of l for each g and L, in general. The solution of the radial equation is ¢N(P) . This determined our choice of phase for the latter.
The unitarity of the transform pair (1.7) with the kernel (3.1) between H~ and ]~I can be established following the same steps as in Bargmann's original work.ls That it transforms the orthonormal basis {<PN(r)} to the orthonormal basis {¢N(P)} shows that the m~ping is isometric. The completeness of the basis {<PN(P)} in ]~I was found in (2.11)-(2.12) and, moreover, we can perform directly19
fa' " r"-1 dr AnI (p, r)Anl(P', r)* =Knl(P, p'), (3.9) when (1. 7a) can be performed, i.e., when the kernel (3.1) is bounded, namely for Im(a/b) ~O (v~O) or, when a = 0, b should be real. As (], g)nl = (j, g)a for any f, g inH~, the mapping is unitary and the existence conditions are identical with those found in I for the linear complex transforms. 
LIMITS AND PARTICULAR CASES
Now, as e E [-h, t7T), only the first 0 contributes to pick out the value e=trp in the integral, so that for r'= Ipl,
and the normalization coefficient for v nl is thus seen to be the appropriate one and the parameter l has disappeared from the right-hand side of (4.2). Since ur'2 \s real, from the discussion below Eq. (2.9) we can see that the functions j,g must be of growth (2, 1/2v -w/2v) -(2, iw) in r'. In the limit when the transformation parameters become real, w -0 and rp -0, the integral in the right-hand side of (4.2) is over lR+ and ]~I has become identical with H~. The transform kernel AnI (p, r) in (3.1) is uneventful in this limit and now becomes a transform in H~ which coincides with the unitary representations of 50(2,1) in "radial" space. 21
Transformations where b -0 can be obtained out of the development above since b -0 implies v -0, plus the analysis of the behavior of Anl(P,r) in (3.1). It can be shown 22 with due care to the phases involved for 
A~I(r' ,r)=09 nl (r'r)1-n/2J n / 2 +I-l(r'r). (4.4)
The Barut-Girardello transform ll was introduced in developing the formalism for coherent states associated with noncompact groups, these being eigenstates of the lowering operator of an so(2, 1) algebra in the ("dis- 2 with z=tp2 and letting n-oo such that en remain a finite number. This effects the contraction of the representations of the so(2, 1) algebra in (2.14) in the orthonormal basis (2.13) to that of the Heisenberg algebra. The limiting procedure is a delicate one, and we shall not pursue this point further.
COHERENT STATES FOR THE RADIAL HARMONIC OSCILLATOR WITH A CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
The Bargmann transform has proven to be the natural tool for the construction of coherent states for the harmonic oscillator since they map the eigenstates ~N(x) of the one-dimensional system on functions of the complex variable z E ( A similar construction for the radial functions of an n-dimensional harmonic oscillator with centrifugal force can now be made. The angular part of the wavefunctions continues to be the n-dimensional spherical harmonic in the n -1 angles of real or complex space as in (3. 5a) (see Appendix B). We shall now examine the proper quantum-mechanical solutions of the radial part of the operator (3. 5a). These are (3.6) plus the conditions that 13 be self-adjoint between them, which means that the constant terms in the partial integrations be zero (which imposes conditions on the behavior of the functions at r = 0) and that ~Nl' r-I~NI' and (d/ dr)~NI be squareintegrable.
30 From (3.5b) we see that for each n, L, and g, the two solutions are real for centrifugal forces which include attractive ones but which are not more attractive than those allowed by the zero of the discriminant for the lowest angular momentum L = 0 namely g~-(1-tn)2.
(5.2)
Given this condition is fulfilled, square-integrability of </!NI under the scalar product inH· (since it is assured that the behavior at infinity is adequ"ate), places restrictions on the behavior at the origin: l> -tn. The same conditions on r-l~NI and (d/ dr)</!NI narrows the choice to 1 > 1 -tn. Hence, only l. of the two choices in (5.1) is possible for general g and n satisfying (5.2). Only in the case when the latter two conditions are absent (i. e. , g=O, n==1, L=O, and t=O), do we need the two solutions of (5.0. This is convenient since for all cases, except the one-dimensional oscillator with no centrifugal force, the space J~,. contains all the states of the system for a given angular momentum 26 L. Henceforth denote l+=l (L,n,g ). Recalling (4.4) define now the kets 00 (5.3) where I N)nl stands for the state (3.6). The ket (5.3) can be considered as a coherent state for the system since it is an eigenket of the lowering operator defined, parallel to (2.14), with (3.7) as (5.4a) with eigenvalue -~p2, as the bracketing suggests for g-O. This can be proven immediately using the so(2,1) raising and lowering operator matrix elements (2.13):
The usual coherent-state properties follow, 28 as
would seem desirable to change the labels z = tp2 E <r so as to coincide with the treatment in Ref. 11 with l = 0 and n = -4<1>. There is the problem. however, that for l'" 2 x integer, an f(z) = (pI f) would not be an entire function of z, but one with a branch cut from 0 to cO. A completeness statement 29 on the coherent states (5.3) is also wanting. Since a connection exists between the radial differential equations of the harmonic oscillator and Coulomb systems, 13,31 one expects that Similar coherent states can be defined for the latter. This will be taken up elsewhere.
COMPOSITION OF TRANSFORMS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF HSL(2, C)
Two related topics which are virtually identical with their counterparts for complex linear transforms will now be presented in the briefest manner 0 The first one pertains the possibility of composition of transforms, 
where dJ.ll(P') and dJ.l 2 (P) are the corresponding measures and the transform kernel is The second point is that the composition of transforms can also be seen as that of passive transformations of the spaceH~ onto itself through a set of operators (6.2) and such that with each matrix M as defined in (6.2b) we associate a "D function" We have thus a ray representation of that subset of MESL(2, <r) for which integration is possible. The conditions for the kernels to be bounded (or HilbertSchmidt) were examined in I. This forms a subsemigroup of SL(2, <r) called HSL(2, <r) in Ref. 7 and (6. 3) is a representation of HSL(2, <r) labeled by the indices n, l. A continuum of such representations can be built as for MilE HSL(2, <r) , with a composition law which replaces the integration over rn+ with LI;+dJ.lk(P), From (6.5) we see that for MESL(2,rn)cHSL(2,<r), the representation is unitary.
CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN QUANTUM MECHANICS, EXTENDED
In the way of conclusion, the results of I and this paper seem to indicate that the definition of a canonical transformation in quantum mechanics as that which preserves the Heisenberg algebra 9 in (l.lc) can be extended. Equation (10 1c) is the quantum analog of the classical concept of a canonical transformation to that which preserves the Poisson bracket between canonically conjugate variables. The validity of (t.1c) is thus restricted to those transformations where the new operators ~ and l' exist and have the same domain and spectrum as the original, usual x and p. Classical mechanics can work with the radial coordinate r and it conjugate momentum Pr and establish that (1.5) is a proper canonical transformation and, being a local theory, avoid specifying what happens at r= O. The translation of (1.5) to quantum mechanics appears difficult, as operators "p" and "P/ are not of the usual kind as they have no self-adjoint extension. 33 The picture we seem to be arriving at overcomes this limitation on two accounts: First, we make use of operators which are properly defined [as the so(2, 1) generators (3. 5a)-(3. 7) or their linear combinations i2, t (i . p + P . i) and p2 with the extra centrifugal force term added to the angular momentum one] and say that the transformation
x(~:) 13 (7.1) obtained from (l.la), (1. 3) and (3.5)-(3.7) is canonical in this extended context since, as can be verified (7.2) with (j,k, l) cyclic permutations of (1,2,3) and El =E 2 = -E3 = 1. The 50(2, 1) algebra is thus conserved and we can turn the procedure of finding the weight function vnl and transform kernel AnI to stem from (6.1) and the hermiticity conditions on the {I~} implied by the {I j } being self-adjoint. Although a Heisenberg algebra is undefined here, p itself retains the meaning of an underlying space variable. The classical limit of (6.1) is (1. 5).
Second, we have permitted the transformation parameters Gl, b, c, d to be complex. This is in line with the fact that quantum mechanics allows-indeed needsthe complex field as the domain of definition of its functions. The consequence of the second extension is to require Hilbert spaces of functions which include the usual Dirac 10 and Bargmann 2 ,3 spaces. The transformation (6.1) is the most general one allowed by (6.2), since the group of linear real automorphisms of the algebra 50(2,1) is 0(2,1) and its complexification is SL (2,a:l. Among the canonical transformations which have been useful in classica1 mechanics is the one mapping the phase-space coordinates on a conserved quantityangular momentum or the Hamiltonian-and its conjugate-angle or time. One of the aims of this program 2S is to give an extended quantum mechanical meaning to these mappings.
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APPENDIX A:: REALIZATION THROUGH HYPERDIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
As in I, we introduce a Lie algebra structure for the SL(2, <e) set of canonical transforms, disregarding the Hilbert-space structure of the functions involved, as
where T labels one-parameter subgroups and asking only the integrals involved to exist. The operator (Al) H(r, d/ dr) need not be bounded. 34 The differential operator H(r, d/ dr) ean be found by inspection from H(r, :r)f(r) (r,r') 
and by using the differential equations satisfied by the integration kernel, to pass the partial derivatives to act on f through partial integration, assuming the constant terms to vanish.
In agreement with what we expect from I, we find exp(i~(r)J= exp(i~rJ:
The generators of the last three transforms constitute the 50(2,1) dynamical algebra for the radial oscillator with centrifugal force. Associating thus products of 2 x 2 complex matrices to hyperdifferential operators yields Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relations 3S including a~, (1/r)or' rOr' r, and r-2 terms. A particular composition used in I is ( cosh 6 -Sinhe) -sinh6 cosh6 =(10 -ta1nhe)(1/cOoSh6 0 ) ( 1 0) cosh6 -tanh6 1 and involves the use of (A3) for b= -tanh6=c, ~ (A4) = -2 In cosh 6. Rather than write the lengthy resulting relation, we take 6=ih. This gives the Bargmann (L e., Barut-Girardello, for arbitrary l) transform (4.4) as 
A special function relation which seems to be new is obtained setting z = ~r and inverting (A6) as ) and can be verified to hold independently by expanding in series.
APPENDIX B: THE PASSAGE FROM n-DIMENSIONAL TO RADIAL TRANSFORMS
In I, Appendix B, we gave results concerning the extension to n dimensions of the complex linear transforms. For the case when the canonical transform is of the type (1.1), that is, when the transformation submatrices A, B, C, D of nX n', are multiples a, b, c, d of n., these take the form
the integration over x-space being over lR", with measure (/Ix, and the scalar product (j,g) In) involving an integration over 11-space, over ([:" with measure v" (11, 11* ) (/I Re11 (/I 1m 11 ,
We want to show here how expressions (Bl) and (B2) relate to the corresponding radial kernel (3.1) and measure (1.10)-(2.6). Consider first the two-dimensional case (n=2 
where
(p, r) is given, with correct phase and normalization, by (3.1). This means that if we have a function j(x) of definite eigenvalue m under L12 in the form jllt(r)[(27T)-1/2 exp (imll)] (so that the angular part be normalized), then
and the dependence of j on 6 is the same as that of j on II (the range of the former being now over a strip in the complex plane), and only a transform of the radial part has taken place. The scalar product in the transform space of two such functions can now be calculated USing 
where v 2m (P, p*) is given correctly by (2.: 6). l:ndeed, had we used different angle dependence for j and g, a 
which is the n-dimensional version of (B3) and which tells us, performing the integrations parallel to (B4) that the angular dependence of] is the S2,me as that of j, with only the additional domain of the angles in the complex plane. Finally, in order to show the n-dimensional analog of (B5 is the extreme, normalized, solid spherical harmonic. This seems to point out that no true Bargmann-type integral tables exist. The separation of n-dimensional integrals into radial and angular 40 parts can be seen as a step in that direction.
